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The adiabatic potential of a two-centre vibronic system with common atoms is investigated using one-centre symmetrized 
nuclear coordinates. In the framework of this approach the energy of the Jahn-Teller stabilization at the extrema points consists 
of the energies of stabilization of the Jahn-Teller distortions of individual centres and the energy of intercentre correlation of 
these distortions. This correlation is determined by the intercentre elastic interaction and, implicitly, by the coupling conditions 
imposed on the one-centre nuclear coordinates as a result of the presence of common atoms in the two-centre systems. Due to 
intercentre correlation, non-Jahn-Teller distortions of individual centres arise along with Jahn-Teller ones. 

I. Introduction 

The adiabat ic  potent ia l  o f  mul t icentre  vibronic  
systems has been invest igated within various ap- 
p rox imat ions  (see, for example,  refs. [ 1-3 ] ). To de- 
scribe the vibronic coupling in these systems the most 
s t raightforward approach  seems to be to employ 
mul t icentre  electronic states and the normal  nuclear  
coordinates  o f  the v ibra t ional  Hami l ton ian  [3] .  
However ,  such an approach  meets with difficulties 
due to the relat ively large number  o f  electronic states 
and vibra t ional  modes  involved in v ibronic  mixing, 
which require knowledge o f  the corresponding vi- 
bronic  and force constants.  The invest igat ion o f  the 
adiabat ic  potent ia l  is compl ica ted  also by the great 
number  o f  v ibra t ions  active in v ibronic  coupling. On 
the other  hand,  it was shown [4] that  in the case 
when the electronic one-centre states can be consid- 
ered localized, the adiabat ic  wavefunct ion o f  the 
mult icentre  system is the product  o f  one-centre adi-  
abat ic  wavefunctions.  Each o f  these functions de- 
pends on the corresponding one-centre nuclear  co- 
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ordinates  only and therefore the v ibronic  
contr ibut ion  to the adiabat ic  potent ia l  o f  the mul- 
t icentre system is a sum of  the contr ibut ions  o f  dif- 
ferent centres. 

Thus there are many reasons for the appl icat ion o f  
one-centre nuclear  coordinates  to the problems at 
hand. However,  the use of  the one-centre-coordinate  
approach has some characteris t ic  features. First ,  the 
existence of  the a toms belonging s imultaneously to 
several centres ( the common  ones)  means  that  one- 
centre nuclear coordinates  of  different  centres are in- 
terdependent .  Second, the vibra t ional  Hami l ton ian  
o f  the mult icentre  system contains terms which mix 
one-centre displacements  o f  different centres due to 
the fact that  these displacements  are not normal  co- 
ordinates.  These terms can be considered as an in- 
tercentre elastic interaction.  

In the present  paper,  the adiabat ic  potent ial  o f  
some two-centre v ibronic  systems with common  at- 
oms is invest igated within the one-centre-coordinate  
approach.  

2. Calculations of the adiabatic potential 

Consider  a system with two equivalent  molecular  
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groups (centres) with n common atoms. The sym- 
metrized mass-weighted nuclear displacements 
q~y (i numerates the centres) transforming as the 
representation F of the corresponding symmetry 
group are now introduced for each centre. Evidently 
the number of these one-centre coordinates exceeds 
the number of independent nuclear degrees of free- 
dom by 3n. Thus 3n+6 coupling equations appear 
for the coordinates q~y in the absence of centre-of- 
mass displacements and rotational motions of the 
two-centre system. Passing to the combinations of 
the coordinates 

+ (1 (2 
q ~ r ~ = q , , ~ + q l , ~ ,  

q ;r~ = q (u~ -- q ~u~ , (1) 

the resulting system of coupling equations is divided 
into a system with n+3  equations for {q~r~} and a 
system with 2n+3 equations for {qur~}. 

The coordinates +'-  qur~ may be of vibrational type 
when the corresponding expression ( 1 ) contains vi- 
brational one-centre coordinates and of non-vibra- 
tional type when the expression ( 1 ) includes either 
centre-of-mass (q~(~)) or rotational (qr(¢)) coordi- 
nates of individual centres (y=x,  y, z). It is con- 
venient to present the system of coupling equations 
as a set of expressions of nonvibrational coordinates 
(1) in terms of vibrational ones together with the 
coupling equations imposed on the vibrational co- 
ordinates q~,+?~-. The latter are of the form: 

"+J ~+ --0 , ~ '  C~ur# u r y -  j =  1, ..., k+ , 

E ¢  - - j  _ a~,ryq~r ~ = 0 ,  j =  1, ..., k_ ,  (2) 

where the symbol ~ '  stands for the summation over 
one-centre vibrational coordinates only. The cou- 
pling coefficients otur ~+' - j  result from the expansion of 
the Cartesian displacements of common atoms in 
terms of symmetrized one-centre coordinates. The 
numbers k+ and k can be obtained from the whole 
number of coupling equations for the coordinates 

÷ qurr or q~r~, by excluding the number of non-vibra- 
tional coordinates ( 1 ) of corresponding type except 
those which preserve the centres undistorted. After 
simple calculations we obtain: 

k+ = 0 ,  n~<3, 

= n - 3 ,  n > 3 ,  

k _ = O ,  n = l  , 

= 2 n - 3 ,  n > l .  (3) 

The potential energy operator for the two-centre 
system includes one-centre elastic energies, inter- 
centre elastic interaction Uin, and the terms of vi- 
bronic mixing of localized electronic states at each 
centre by the corresponding one-centre nuclear dis- 
placements. All these contributions depend on one- 
centre nuclear coordinates of vibrational type except 
Ui,, which may contain the non-vibrational ones. 
Within the approximation of nearest-neighbour in- 
teraction, Ui,, depends on the coordinates q ~ only. 

Consider further the case of two-centre systems 
with octahedral centres ML6 each of them being in 
a twofold degenerate orbital state Eg. Hence the vi- 
bronic Eg®eg problem in the space of corresponding 
E, vibrations is realized at each centre [ 5 ]. Using 
the approach proposed in ref. [4], the following 
expression for the sheets of adiabatic potential of 
these systems is obtained: 

- ' E '  K , , ~ [  + Um,m~-- ~ (qury) + (q~ry) 2] 
F#  Eg 

2 

+½ ~ (K~,y]+KaP]) + E (½KE~O~ 
j = l  i = l  

+ m,,/V2~o 2 + 2 VE. WE¢0 3 cos 3(0, + W2¢o 4 ) ,  
(4) 

where m,= + 1 are two proper values of the elec- 
tronic quantum number of the Rh centre, Kur are one- 
centre force constants and VE, and WE, are one-centre 
linear and quadratic vibronic constants. The polar 
coordinates for Eg vibrations 

q['~)o=pi cosec, q[~ =pg sin~0~ (5) 

are used in (4). The angular coordinatesflj and 7j (/ 
relates to the common atoms) in the expression for 
Uin, describe the bending of the bridge M-LFM'  in 
the plane of this bridge and in the perpendicular 
plane, respectively. The operator of intercentre elas- 
tic interaction of the bioctahedron with one ligand 
L in common contains also the contribution from 
counterphase rotations of octahedra q 7~ with respect 
to the x axis which connects the centres. However, 
this contribution does not affect the shape of the adi- 
abatic potential because q~ does not mix with other 
vibrations. In the cases of edge- and face-shared 
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bioctahedra there is a linear contribution in the co- 
ordinates pj in U~,, which does not affect the shape 
of the adiabatic potential and is not taken into ac- 
count here. 

When the adiabatic potential of the systems under 
consideration is investigated, it is necessary to note 
that the coordinates contained in (4) are not inde- 
pendent. Therefore to search the extrema points in 
this case the method of Lagrange multipliers [6] 
must be used, i.e. the extrema of the following func- 
tional must be obtained: 

k- 

E . l ;  E '  - j  - a ~yq~ry , (6) 
j=l  

where 27 are Lagrange multipliers. It is taken into 
account in (6) that, in the case ofbioctahedra (n ~< 3 ) 
according to (3), the coupling conditions are im- 
posed on the vibrational coordinates of q~rr type 
only. 

3. Results and discussion 

Now the minima of the lowest sheet of adiabatic 
potential of bioctahedral systems are investigated. 

3.1. Bioctahedron with one shared ligand 

There are no coupling equations for vibrational 
one-centre coordinates in this case. The expressions 
for angular vibrations Yl and fl~ do not contain Eg co- 
ordinates. Therefore the coordinates q[~ of different 
centres are not mixed with one each other or with 
other coordinates. This means that the adiabatic po- 
tential of this bioctahedron is a superposition of the 
adiabatic potentials of individual octahedral centres 
in the space of corresponding E s coordinates. Using 
well known results for the Es®e~ problem we may 
conclude that in the case of linear vibronic coupling 
at the centres ( WE, = 0) a two-dimensional trough in 
the space of polar coordinates ~o~ and ~2 arises near 
the bottom of the lowest sheet ~. The equilibrium 
values of the coordinates Pl and P2 and the energy of 
stabilization are as follows: 

~1 The  same result  was ob ta ined  in ref. [7]  and  in a more  com- 
p l ica ted  m a n n e r  in ref. [5 ]. 

Pl °) =P~ °~= I VE, IIKE,, 

EjT = V~,IKE,. (7) 

In the case WE, # 0 the trough becomes warped and 
nine absolute minima with the same energy appear. 
They correspond to the combinations of minima of 
the one-centre adiabatic potential of different centres 
and have the following coordinates PI and P2 and en- 
ergy of stabilization: 

p}o) =p~O)= I VE, I/(KE,--21WEg I ) , 

EjT= V2J(KE,--2I WE, I)" (8) 

The equilibrium values of all coordinates of non-Es 
type are zero except the coordinates q~): 

q~,2) = ~x/(mo + 6m, ) /m,  {(1T ml/M)p[  °) 

× [ -  (1 /x /~)  co s~  +sin ~o,] 

+ ~ (1 + m,/M)p~ °) 

× [ - ( 1/v/3)  cosq2 +sin ~2]}, (9) 

where mo and m~ are the mass of the central atom 
and of the ligand in the octahedra, M is the whole 
mass of the bioctahedron. The axes of local Carte- 
sian coordinate systems at the centres transform one 
into another by the symmetry transformation ah of 
the bioctahedron. 

It should be noted that the conclusion made in sec- 
tion 3.6.1 of ref. [5] that one-centre nuclear coor- 
dinates become interdependent (hence the two-di- 
mensional trough vanishes in the case of linear 
vibronic coupling) when rno/mt--,~ seems to be 
doubtful. Indeed, the adiabatic potential, being the 
electronic energy as a function of nuclear displace- 
ments, cannot depend on the mass of the nuclei. The 
dependence on the latter arises in the expressions for 
equilibrium nuclear displacements and in the cou- 
pling equations due to the fact that in ref. [ 5 ] and 
in the present work mass-weighted nuclear displace- 
ments are employed. 

3.2. Edge-shared bioctahedron 

According to (3) there is one coupling equation 
for the coordinates q ~ .  These coordinates and the 
coordinates q~rr contained in the expression for an- 
gular vibrations flj are mixed with Eg coordinates. In 
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consequence, the energy of stabilization in the ex- 
trema points depends on additional parameters B and 

besides one-centre vibronic constants: 

~= Y/  (a~r~)21K~r, 
F#E, 

B= 4 2 1 + ~ '  l 2 2Kt~ 

where fi~rr are the coefficients of  the expansion of 
flj in the coordinates q+r~, a is the M - L  distance. The 
parameters ~-  ' and B are force constants which de- 
scribe an additional elasticity. The first one ( ~ - t )  
appears due to the fact that any distortion of Eg type 
of one centre leads to distortions in the other (non- 
E,) coordinates on the second centre. The parameter 
B describes the elasticity arising as a result of  the 
changes of angular coordinates flj when the centres 
are distorted. 

In the case of linear vibronic coupling a trough 
arises at the bottom of the lowest sheet along the 
coordinate 

~0= ½ (~0,-~02), (11) 

which describes counterphase motion of the defor- 
mations of Eg type at the centres. In the case Kp=0 
an additional trough arises at the bottom of the low- 
est sheet along the coordinate 

Z= ½ (~o, +¢o2), (12) 

which describes in-phase motion of one-centre de- 
formations of  E, type. The equilibrium values ofpl  
and P2 and the energy of stabilization are given in eq. 
(7). 

If  WE, # 0 two types of minima arise near the bot- 
tom of the lowest sheet. 

(1) There are three absolute minima which ap- 
pear along the line of  the trough in ~0 as a result of  
its warping with the radial coordinates and the en- 
ergy of stabilization (8). The corresponding equilib- 
rium nuclear configurations are depicted in figs. l a -  
lc. 

(2) There are two minima which appear along the 
line of the trough in X as a result of its warping. The 
energies of stabilization are of the form 

E,~ = VLI  [ K~, + B( ~ - ~6 ~) 

- 2 1  WE, I (1 +462) 3/2] , 

a J  

? 
I . ~ ..0 

~ 6 

b~ d/ 

Q,  , { 

5 6 
c) 

e) 

O - - ° ~ O  

Fig. 1. Equilibrium nuclear configurations of an edge-shared 
bioctahedron corresponding to its localization near an absolute 
minimum. Continuous lines correspond to elongated, and the 
dashed ones to shortened M-L bonds. 

6 = B / 1 2 I  WE, h . (13) 

If  B=  0 these minima become absolute ones with the 
energy of stabilization (8). The corresponding equi- 
librium nuclear configurations are shown in figs. 1 d 
and le. The distortions of Eg type in these minima 
are accompanied by the distortions in coordinates 
q~ry contained in the expansion offlj vibrations: 

B 
qu+# °) = - (fl~r~- fl~r0 [p}O) cos(t01o) + ~ / 6 )  

K~r 

+p~O) cos(~0~o) + x / 6 )  ] , (14) 

where/d'y include two vibrational modes of T lu type. 
The equilibrium nuclear configurations in the ex- 

trema points can be distorted also in the coordinates 
q~rv contained in the coupling equation (2): 

q;i~o) = _ ~ - ~ a  ~ry _ [p~O) s in(~o)  + n / 6 )  
Kur 

+p~O) sin(~0~o) + ~ / 6 )  ] , ( 1 5) 

where/~r'yeA~ v 1Tluy, 2T~uy ( y = x ,  y, z ) ,  T2gy (y=~, 

q, O. 
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3.3. Face-shared bioctahedron 

In the case n = 3 there are three coupling equations 
for the coordinates q~rr, as follows from (3). One of 
these equations transforms according to the irreduc- 
ible representation A~ of the symmetry group D3h. 
Two other ones transform according to the rows of 
irreducible representation E' and therefore contain 
octahedral Eg coordinates. The equilibrium values of 
the coordinates and the energies of stabilization de- 
pend, as in the case of the edge-shared bioctahedron, 
on the parameters 

~- E' (a~EO)21K~ = Y.' (e~')2/K.,,r, 
F# E s F~ Eg 

B= l+ 2 - 9 '  (16) 

which have the same physical meaning as the param- 
eters (10). 

In the case of linear vibronic coupling two types 
of equipotential continua of extrema arise near the 
bottom of the lowest sheet along the coordinate Z. 
The first has the following equilibrium values of Eg 
coordinates and energy of stabilization: 

plO)=p~O)=IVE, I / (KE,+2B) ,  ~0(o)=0, 

Ejx = V2,/  (KE, + 2 B ) .  (17) 

In these extrema the coordinates q~r~ contained in 
the expansion of flj also differ from zero: 

: L  (13'.F,- n 
q+P'=" i~ K,<,- t, 

× (plO)sin ~io> +p:~O~ sin ~:~o)) 
I 2 3 _ / t ~ ,  +,#:~,- 2D>~ 

X (pt °) cos (0l °) +p~O) cos ~a~o))), (18) 

where # / y =  1T~u, 2T~u. The second type of equi- 
potential continuum of extrema has the following 
equilibrium values ofpl,  P2 and (o and the energy of 
stabilization: 

p}O) =p:~O)= ] VE. I / ( KEz+ ~- I  ) , (p(O)= + n /2  , 

EjT = V [ J  (KEg +~ -~ ) . (19) 

In these extrema the coordinates qL> contained in 
the coupling equations ofE ~ and E', type are nonzero: 

q~r  °) = -  Kur k~'ur~ tel sin(~0~°)+~/6) 

_p~O) sin(~o~o) +~ /6 )  ] 

- F~ ~0) +a~ry [p cos(~0~ °) +rt /6)  

_p~o) cos(~0~o) + n / 6 )  ] ) ,  (20) 

where/d '=  1TIn, 2Tlu, T2g, T2u. 
Depending on the relationship between the pa- 

rameters ~- rand B two cases are possible. If ~- ~ > 2B, 
a trough is realized along the line of the extrema (17) 
and an equipotential continuum of saddle points ap- 
pears along the line of extrema ( 19 ). I f~ -  ~ < 2B, the 
contrary is the case. 

When WE, ~ 0 three types of minima arise near the 
bottom of the lowest sheet. 

(1) There are three minima which appear along 
the line of the trough ( 17 ) as a result of its warping. 
The corresponding equilibrium nuclear configura- 
tions are shown in figs. 2a and 2b and the energy of 
stabilization is 

EjT= V~.,/(KE,+2B-21W~,l). (21) 

a) o) 

c) d) 

q ," ,, So 

e) f) 

P. ,P 

o "M''o ''~ ""o 

Fig. 2. Possible types of  equilibrium nuclear configurations cor- 
responding to the localization of  a face-shared bioctahedron near 
an absolute minimum. Continuous and dashed lines have the same 
meaning as in fig. I. 
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Nonzero distortions (18) are present in these 
minima. 

(2) There are three minima which arise along the 
line of the trough (19) as a result of  its warping, the 
corresponding equilibrium nuclear configurations 
being depicted in figs. 2c and 2d. The relation 
plO) #p~O) takes place in these minima and the en- 
ergy of stabilization is 

E j T = V ~ J [ K E s W ~ - ' - - 4 W Z v J ( K E g W 2 B ) ]  . (22) 

(3) There are also six minima with the following 
energies of  stabilization: 

E,~ = v~,/{ICE, + ½B+ ~ - '  

--+2WE,[-4063- l x / ' ] - ~  (2062-  1)1}, 

6=  ( ~ - ' - 2 B ) / 2 4 1  WE, I • (23) 

The corresponding equilibrium nuclear configura- 
tions for the case 6 = 0  are given in figs. 2e and 2f. 
Both the coordinates ( 18 ) and (20) are nonzero in 
the minima of second and third type. 

Depending on the relationship between the pa- 
rameters ~-1 and B, each type of minima may cor- 
respond to absolute minima on the surface of the 
lowest sheet. 

Evidently the one-centre distortions in minima are 
accompanied by rotations and centre-of-mass dis- 
placements of  individual octahedra in the systems 
considered above. To describe this, the coupling 
equations for one-centre coordinates of non-vibra- 
tional type must be used (see the previous section). 

To conclude, the Jahn-Teller problem for two- 

centre systems with common atoms has some fea- 
tures which distinguish it from the one-centre prob- 
lem and which become evident in the framework of 
the one-centre-coordinate approach. 

(a) The energy of Jahn-Teller stabilization in the 
extrema points of the adiabatic potential includes the 
energies of stabilization of Jahn-Teller distortions of 
individual centres and the energy of intercentre cor- 
relation of these distortions. This correlation is de- 
termined by intercentre elastic interaction and by the 
coupling equations imposed on the one-centre nu- 
clear coordinates. The energy parameters of this cor- 
relation for bioctahedral systems considered above 
are ~-~ (coupling equations) and B (intercentre 
elastic interaction). 

(b) The intercentre correlation of Jahn-Teller dis- 
tortions of different centres results in non-Jahn-Teller 
distortions in the extrema points as well. 
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